
Supply Chain
Career journey
Agile, collaborative & 
forward thinking

Competencies developed and experiences 
obtained by working in Supply Chain

Supply Chain  
role examples

Working in Supply Chain will give you the knowledge you need to manage the flow of goods and services by understanding the 
logistics, planning, inventory demands, transportation, and execution behind moving products from production facilities to their final 
destination. Delivering products and services at the right time, right place, right cost, and at the right quantity and quality is at the 
heart of logistics and supply chain management. Supply Chain departments are everywhere – regional, national, global! It’s an integral 
part of a business and the economy and qualified personnel are in high demand. People with a desire to understand patterns and 
trends within data, and then communicate this in a clear and simple way are often successful in a supply chain role. Being able to work 
with data and information, problem solve, think on your feet and be calm under pressure is also advantageous. 

Supply Chain and Procurement is just one of our key functional 
departments here at BlueScope Distribution. This highly 
talented team is responsible for all of our steel and aluminium 
product sourcing needs to support a superior customer 
experience.

The Supply Chain and Procurement function involves demand 
planning, production planning, forecasting, and procurement 
of steel and aluminium products to support the BlueScope 
Distribution sales and operations teams to deliver on our 
customer requirements.

 National Supply Chain Manager
 National Procurement Leader
 National Procurement Specialist
 State Supply Chain Manager
 Supply Chain Planning Coordinator
 Supply Sourcing and Category Specialist
 Supply Chain Effectiveness Manager

Why choose a career in Supply Chain?

Drivers of commercial success

Creative problem solvers

Working as collaborative partners



Results achievers



Builders of customer value



Our people represent all parts of our community, and a career with 
BlueScope Distribution can lead you down many different pathways. 
Being part of BlueScope Distribution means you can pursue your career 
goals and aspirations.

bluescopedistribution.com.au
 Follow us on LinkedIn






